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ABSTRACT
Word recognition should not be separated from

obtaining wd meaning or comprehension. Tht first task of the

teacher is to see that the child can handle .spoken words adequately.

Word mastery begins with learning basic labelling_ and categorization .

skills through experience with concrete objects; proceeds to learning

words for actions, discriminations, and more abstract concepts such

as time and location; and finally progresses throughluided

vocabulary development to learning words about words. The emphasis

should-be on consolidating and extending the child'S -oral

vocabularies, on speaking in sentences, and on acquiring a respect

for. inflections. Then.the child-can be guided to :learn the

capabilities of language by reading and writinglikile at:first it

might be necessary.to tolerate substandard communication* the goal .

should remain,precise, lucid exchange and evaluation of-ideas. through

speech and reading. Separation-of communication into_.listening*

:speaking,. reading, And.:writing _.may-S-usefla :Or -reading-teachers*._

iut..it is hargut.toHt641AaaguAge.deliOpptentOt4'lleaning.canilot:

be le4rned in..is01440.4..4.1)04As.. with iaastery of simple skills on

the_ oral level -_and piii6eeds ta' iti:creadigly.i.ote:*igek..Aili.
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DEVELOPING CU'AtERINSION

THROUGH

WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS

(This paper is one of two presentaton scheduled for Thursday, April

22 1971 fr 4:00 to 5:00 pm in room H of Convention Hall)

I am sure that all of you have been approached at some time by the parent

who t lls you, "my child has a reading problem. Before you would venture

to comment, you Undoubtedly tried to find out the natureof the problem.

"Does the child have:trouble with words or witivunderstanding what he

reada-" you probably:asked', as if one7Was poSsible-WithOUt the other. What

I propose to do this afternoonta to break do

"decoding and the

the dichotomy between the

ehension" a pects of eading; and to break -

the word recognition' aspects of reading into factual ar inferential

akills, extrapolation f guring out what_happeued before and after the ma-
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teri I was presented), and appreciation. I would like you to see reading

as a continuum rather than as a picket fence, and to see a reading pro-

blem as any situation wher in the reader lacks any of the skills needed

to grasp the meaning and purpose of the written material.

If the reade doesn't even understand the words he reads, obviously

he is not reading any more than I u, lad be reading as I examine a page

from Pravda. And if he knows the words but can't understand the meanil

of what he rnads, he is wasting his time and will soon stop. In fact the

second problem is perhaps more dangerous than the fir t because the

reader might think that because he knows the words, he knows what the

article is all about, and this -could be disasterous.

We also know that relatively few non-readers are totally dyslexic--

most of the problem readers we deal with know their names their streets,

and a few words of English, at least. Htst are able to cary out simple

directions, conduct conversatLo3, and otherwise express themselves.

Perhaps they don't do this iv:A often as they sh -id, or perhaps they uss a

sub-standard dialect but they communicate all the same. It is this very

thing that caus s such frustration to parents and teache - the child has

no difficultY with spoken language, why can

m by7pas ing the severely retarded reader who requites the learning

and a ,rai ed

ead? (I realize that 1,

techniquos that only a clini f can proVide, uch

reader is di covered, you won t help him anyway and eventually he will

have to be referred.)

But the a sumption that the child caa. function_ sz the spoken level

probably inaccurate. NAM' times-the adult in his anxiety or impatience,

functions for the child, and-the child through frustration or indolence,

ventually gives up any attemp o func+.ion for'himselfat all. So the

first task-facing the teacher is to see 'that the child can handle adeiluatel
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the spoken word. Has the child mastered words for objects (concrete

nouns)? Purely on a spoken basis, can the child label an object, use its

pr per plu-'1? This is fairly simple to teach and the child should make

rapid progress, not to mention the development of self-confidence and

the rapport that begin at this stage. There might be some resentment to

label-learning because it is "balq stuff" or 'too easy" but tasks can be

devised that will be acceptable to most students. Work with newspapers,

maps, menus, record albums, cigarette packs, or traffic signs is usually

sufficient to overcome reluctance.

Once basic labeling has caught on, the next step is to develop cate-

goration skills-- discernment of likenesses and diffeTences, concept

development-- with the same materi ls. For example, the children de-

termine that the Kent pack doesn't belong with the Winston packs.

After the child is at ease h word for objects, the teacher can begin

working with pictures. These are easily obtained, and not only extend the

range of spoken vocabulary but make it possible to introduce labels for

actions (verbs)- and labels for discrimination (adjectiVes and adverbs).

By working with objects and pictures, the children are refining their oral

language- romnnin4 iniv 4- complet sentences, acquiring control of

variant forma of the words through speculatiOn-bn the content and nature

of the materials they are manipulating and developing standard English

standard English i ething

and necessary reading skilL Initially, it may ba,

_e shortcomings in English fa: the sake of the udents

through mutual assi stance.

we all had to lea

necessary tole

(If I may digre

mo ale, but we do them

English the k

sservice when ly that sub-standard

.

und in' newspapers,-magazines schoolbooka or the:

kind that the personnel aupervisci- is leeking for when he is interviewing

-77:11-0 p cant s --rjily-,tccialUgh..;,_ -'he 1 nguage-of-Moms Habley ar-
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ie Durante, but they won't pay students who sound that way.)

In discussing objects, the students have been operating in the most

fundamental comprehension area; that of definition. They have been fikirig

who or what. They have probably been doing some quantitative and qua_ita-

tive manipulation as well dealing with such concepts as singular and

plurel, size, importance and value. Such concepts can be developed as

well with bottle caps as with scientific apparatu5. When pictures are dis-

_ed, the concept of location in time and in space can be developed;

the basic questions where and when. Tn almost any picture it is possible

to find some clues that will reveal where the action is taking place, and

when it is happening. HeIe again several sub kills are developed. It

may not be pos ible to locate an exact country, but at least it might be

possible to isolate a region, or to eliminate certain places fr m consid-

era_ion. Time m-y not be expressed to the precise year, but perhaps

" recently" or "a long time ago" might apply. With refinement these can

be developed into historical epochs such as "r aissance' or "the classi-

cal pe iod" or "pre-historic," and the whole notion of chronological devel-

opment can be established-- simply through working out words and meanings

with the students. Even critical thinking skills might develop in some of

the discussion and evaluation of aspects within the picture.

So far I have refrained mentioning specifically wor s other than

verbs, or modifiers, but there is a fourth category of words which

will naturally be developed in conjunction with the activities mentioned

above: the connecting words prepositions and conjunctions. In the

February issue of THE READING TEACHER, DaleJohnson-compares the fa=

miliar Dolch Basic Sight 'Word List with a' list derived frOM a'compu

a ysis of representative types of reading material. In both lists, the toP
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hundred words are mostly the little Anglo-Saxon words that we use to

string together our thoughts. Because of their abstractness, some l nguists

call the (.tmpty If words but their function is far from desolate. It is these

words that carry the burden nf transforming language into communication,

of rnv1 1.'2 it from what the qord means to what the author means.

Up to now I have simply been presupposing oral discussion or conver-

sation among our non-reading pupils with reading and writing limited

almost exclusively to labeling. The emphasis was on consolidating and

extending the students' oral vocabularies, on speaking in sentences, and

on acquiring a respect for inflections. Now the readers can learn a few

words of their own from the Dolch or the Kucera-Francis or the Brown

University Standard Corpus of Present Day Edited American English. Most

of the words are short, and most are phoneti ally regular. Connecting words

have no endings to complicate them and thus are always the same in print.

Hopefully by this time, at least some of the students will have developed

enough curiosity to be willing to tolerate such artificial activities as

listing all the on letter, the two-letter, and the three-letter woAs in the

English language.

It should be noted that no attempt has been made to edit" the words

used by the children. As either know afar as they are concerned, they

w rd or they don't. There is no such t.

are concerned. Fifth-.g ade

readability as far

ord_ and pre-priMer words do not exidt

even though many dissertations and basal readera owe their existence

the Concept of a g aded vocoulary. Iathee any first grader in th

land who doesn't know the word a_ ronau mention this because

now that We-have discus ed words about oh

they

dwords about Oicture

we_should devote Some:consideration to-a third category, words about words.
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It is here in the area of vocabulary development that oral and written

communication become the mesters of reality rather than merely the re-

cording secretaries. By using an appr priate word, the speaker or writer

transcends existence and location, and moves freely in the areas of

deduction and creativity. He is asking how, so that he can make other

ideas his own. If a child is guided to develop a vocabulary, his own thinking

will become more precise, his learning more extensive, and his expression

more lucid. In knowing the capabilities of language, he will more readi

be able to detect deficiencies and be less subject to propaganda and

fallacious thought. Finally, he will be able to understand even technical

descriptions and operations once he can isolate components operati ns,

and finished products.

Initially, this vocabulary development might come when a child stumbles

over the nuance he needs to describe a certain mood or si uat on. He could

then be directed to a reading passage where another author has had the same

prob em and has successfully solved it. From here it is a short step to

developing independent reading vocabulary enrichment and creative

writ'tng. Though the step is short, it is none the less difficult. Great

skill is required to avoid creating a dislike for reading at this point. But

ins is tance ccuracy pre_ision, brevity, and promptness in peech;

together w th a development of appreciati n for good communication and

analysis of poor, pedantic, repetitive, or confusing,writing for contrast,

may lead to efficient use of.the dictionary, theaaurus and anthology.

Lette riting diary-keeping_might encourage .creative writing. And as a

final consequence a student proficient in language becomes more facile in

dem nding to know why someone is speaking or writing to him. He will
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seek motives behind the communi ation and be better equipped to 1 arn

from all communication-- good or bad, true or false.

What I have attempted to do here this afternoon is show that word meaning

can never be separated from phrase-meaning, sentence-meaning, paragraph-

meaning or book-meaning. While the beginnings of word mastery come slowly

and through limited experience with concrete objects at the spoken level,

mastery of a simple skill makes possible the learning of a skill slightly more

complex. And as a few skills become familiar, further dimensions of communi-

cation may be examined. As proficiency increases at one level, it can be

guided into other i_spects with ever-deepening insights resulting. We have

stressed that, while at first it might be necessary to tolerate sub-standard

communication, the goal should remain precise, lucid exchange and evaluation

of ideas through speech and reading. And just as the teacher must tolerate

deficiencies in early stages, so she should not reject accomplishments whose

early arrival might disarrange a schedule or a class grouping.

Finally, it should have been evident that actual separation of communication

into listening, speaking, reading, and writing is harmful to language develop-

ment, however useful it might be to reading teachers. Gains in all areas

should be sought and gains in any area shOuld be used to deVelop other gains,


